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Abstract. Every belief has a life that goes from the agent having the belief now, 
the transmission of the belief to other agents, and the persistence of the belief 
through time. In this article we propose the idea that the belief can be said to be 
successful in relation to any of these respects. We will call them, respectively, 
the first, second, and third person perspective on knowledge and investigate the 
requisite properties of these three perspectives. 

We do not base our approach on the notion of truth as is common, or on the 
notion of justification, which is another basis. Our concern is not with 
knowledge as corresponding to truth but knowledge as corresponding to stable 
belief. 
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1 Introduction 

Imagine the following situation. A man and his daughter are at home with their dog 
Tim. The mother left early in the morning with her bike to buy some fruit. The father 
is cooking in the kitchen whose window faces the street. The girl is with Tim in the 
living room where the windows face the courtyard.  

Then just as a car is parking in front of the house, the mother arrives with her bike, 
and waves to her husband through the window. She heads to the garage (a room 
separated from the house) to leave the bike there. From the car alights Mike, a friend 
of the family who is going to have lunch with them.  

The daughter comes to the kitchen. - Look dad, she says, Tim is excited! He doesn't 
stop wagging his tail! - Ha ha ha, the dad answers, he knows that your mother has 
arrived.- Oh, is that right? Where is she?- In the garage, setting the bike. Then, 
someone knocks. - Open the door, says the father, it's Mike. The girl opens the door 
with Tim at her side, and Mike walks in. The dog at once stops wagging his tail, and 
goes to lie down in the living room apparently disappointed. - What is it dad? What is 
it with Tim now? - Mmmm, it seems that he actually didn't know before, that your 
mother had arrived. 

In the previous example we can appreciate two interesting and revealing uses of the 
verb 'to know'. In the first one, the father says that the dog "knows ..." because he 
observes that Tim acts in the way he would expect the dog to do if Tim were 
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this  ,  and ¬  are acceptable, since  X  and  Y , 
where X = {'the girl did not fall down'} and Y = {'b1 did not fall down', ..., 'b10 did 
not fall down'}. Observe also that given the similarity of the items in X and Y, either 
e(| | |Y|)  e(| | |X|) or e(| | |Y|)  e(| | |X|), so we have that in any case 

d( , ) < d(¬ , ).  is hence justified for (A) at the time it is uttered.  

Finally, the belief that  of an agent A at a time t is knowledge at t for A from the 

first person perspective if, and only if,  is acceptable for A at t, and ¬  is not 

acceptable for A at t, where the salient set of beliefs related to ¬  is assumed to be 

that of . Observe that when the evaluator, B, and the person having the belief, A, are 
different, the mechanism is very similar. In this case, A ascribes to B a belief-system, 
a salient set of beliefs and so on, and carries on the calculations there. 

The idea is that in order for the belief that  to be knowledge for A from the point 

of view of the first person perspective,  (but not ¬ ) should naturally follow from 

those salient elements of the current belief-system that are connected to . We have 
opted for an abductive approach (cf. Aliseda-Llera, 1997) because of the importance 
that we claim for the creative component. When I have a belief, in order for it to be 
acceptable for me, I need to be able to naturally imagine a context out of the 
constraints given by my current salient beliefs, from which  can be semantically 
inferred. The acceptable belief will be knowledge for me from the first person 
perspective if I cannot naturally imagine, out of the same constraints, a context in 
which its negation (¬ ) can also be semantically inferred. In the previous example, 
for instance, (A) believes that a boy has fallen down. It is perfectly possible for (A) 
though, to imagine also a context in which the girl would have been the one to fall 
down. The two scenarios are naturally possible, this being the reason why (A) finds it 
hard to say that he knows . He is considering the belief from the first person 
perspective. 

2.2 The Second Person Perspective 

Suppose that A has the belief that , and that A shares it with B at a time t. A's belief 
will be successful for B from the second person perspective if B is convinced at t that 
A will act in agreement with . Imagine, for instance, the following situation. We are 
in Spain. Today is the morning of December 22nd, the day of the Christmas lottery. 
Most people have the radio on, hoping for their numbers to be winners. (A) and (B) 
are respectively a woman and her boyfriend who are having a coffee in a cafeteria. 
(A) receives a call. After she hangs up the following dialog takes place: 

(A) We have won the lottery!! 
(B) What? How do you know that? 
(A) It was my father. He seemed quite excited. He said he has good news. He wants 

us to be at home in half an hour to tell us the news and celebrate. You see? I 
know it! We have won the lottery! 
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Would you call your boss right now and tell her that y

you're right. I don't know for certain ... 

He needs to check that (A) has no doubts about it. In 
he challenge taking it, (B) would have accepted and e

s that she knows that her father has won the lottery'. 
n skeptical about the belief, not seeing it as certain yet
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e discussed in relation with the lottery example. Obse
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at "we have won the lottery", her salient set of beliefs, 
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n 1 in order to increase her degree of reliance on 
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he belief since given the new set of salient beliefs 2, 
the lottery" is no longer successful from the first per

then that she cannot rely on her belief enough to act
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then is: What does the level of reconsideration of 
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ame-theoretical way, what we have is something simila
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Saturday. Consider also the expected value E[α] of α. 

 

Fig. 1.  
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To sum up, the belief that  of an agent A at a time t is knowledge at t for some 
agent B from the second person perspective if, and only if, B is convinced at t that A 

will behave according to . 

2.3 The Third Person Perspective 

The third person perspective is that of an observer who draws attention to the 
dynamic of an individual A's belief-system (i.e. what the salient set of beliefs related 
to a belief are at any time) given the evolution of the situation in which the particular 
belief is elicited. In particular, we have in mind two sort of contexts: one in which the 
observer has actually witnessed the evolution of the situation and the reactions of A 
(witness-case), and another in which the observer predicts what is going to happen 
(prediction-case). We say that A's belief that ϕ shows a successful behavior for B from 
the third person perspective at a time t if A's belief that ϕ is successful for B at t from 
the first person perspective (given the idea held by B of A's belief-system), and the 
evolution (witness-case) or natural evolution (prediction-case) of the situation does 
not present a challenge to it, that is, the situation evolves in a way in which none of 
the new items added to the set of salient beliefs undermines A's belief that ϕ. 

Let us introduce an example in order to clarify our proposal: 
A is a teacher in a school. He witnesses the following situation in the playground: 

At the corner of the main building is student S1. Running towards him is S2. After a 
couple of minutes S1 and S2 have moved out from the sight of the teacher who then 
hears someone crying. The teacher believes that 'S1 is crying' (ϕ).  

Suppose that the salient set of beliefs of A related to ϕ at the time the teacher sees 
the scene t0 is: γ = {'S2 was running towards S1', 'Someone is crying', 'S2 hates S1', 'S2 
is a violent boy', 'S1 has reported S2's bad behavior', 'if S2 heard about the report, he 
would hit S1', 'if S1 were hit, he would cry'}. In this case, on the one hand  {'S2 

has heard about the report'} , and hence ϕ is acceptable (see section 2.1), and on 
the other hand,¬ ϕ is not acceptable for A at the same time t0 given γ. Thus the belief 
ϕ is knowledge for A at t0 from the first person perspective. But is A's belief also 
knowledge for A at t0 from the third person perspective?  

The situation evolves in such a way that, when A hears the cry, he runs towards it. 
Once there, at t1, A observes that S1 lies on the ground crying, while S2 is calmly 
talking to someone else. A is puzzled. The fact that S2 is calmly talking to another 
student causes the introduction into γ at t1 of at least two new beliefs: γ ' =   {'S2 
seems to be calmly talking to another student', 'after hitting a person one is excited'}. 
The teacher would have needed more credulity at t0 in order to get ϕ out of the new 
salient set of beliefs:   {'S2 has heard about the report', 'S2 is pretending to be 
calm'} . That is, d(ϕ, γ) < d(ϕ,  ). In this case (witness-case) the belief that ϕ, 
was not knowledge at t0 for the teacher from the third person perspective. The teacher 
would not say at t1 that he knew at t0 that S1 was crying. 

The previous example is, as we have just pointed out, a witness-case example. Let 
us talk now for a while about the prediction-cases. In these cases the observer, the 
evaluator of the belief, predicts the evolution of the situation. So the question to raise 
is: What is the evolution which the observer will predict? When is a situation said to 
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evolve naturally? The answer seems to have clearly a social nature, which brings us 
to Harman's well known examples (1968), and Meeker's idea that "there seems to be 
an inescapably normative dimension to social defeaters" (Meeker, 2004, p.162). 
Imagine, for instance that in our previous example the observer is a friend of S2 who 
has witnessed how after hitting S1 and warning him against denouncing him again, S2 
goes to have a chat with another of his friends. Suppose also that while going away 
from there, the observer hears how the teacher says to a colleague 'Oh no, S1 is 
crying'. Observe that also in this case, for the observer the teacher does not know ϕ at 
t0 from the third person perspective, and the reason is that the situation naturally 
evolves in a way that will eventually undermine his belief that ϕ. The observer sees A 
as belonging to a particular community. This circumstance determines the natural 
evolution of the situation. The teacher ought to run towards the cry, but once he is 
there no one will tell him what has actually happened. The new information he will 
get there, according to the prediction the observer makes, will only have the effect of 
undermining his previous belief. Observe that from the observer's perspective it is the 
socially expected way in which the situation evolves, and not the actual way in which 
it does which is relevant.  

To sum up: The belief that ϕ of an agent A is knowledge for B at a time t from the 
third person perspective if, and only if, ϕ is knowledge for B at t from the first person 
perspective, and the situation in which ϕ was elicited does not evolve (witness-case) 
or naturally evolve (prediction-case) in a way in which the new items added to the set 
of salient beliefs undermine, from B's perspective, A's belief that ϕ. 

3 Conclusion 

We propose an approach to propositional knowledge based on the idea of successful 
behavior. Our pragmatistic approach finds truth, seen as transcendental, as too heavy 
a burden to knowledge. Because, how are we suppose to prove that we have attained 
the truth? We have no idea. Our intention, following Peirce, has been to show that we 
do not need to care. 
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